CORESOFT
CoreSoft is a comprehensive core processing system built on advanced browser-based technologies. Its platform
independent and open-system design based on Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) gives you the highest level of flexibility,
integration and value. CoreSoft offers you remarkable freedom of choice in terms of deployment options, operating
environments, and processing methods. The unique parameter driven design of the system enables you to quickly and
efficiently adapt to dynamic market needs without hiring expensive labor to write tedious customizations.

BUSINESS BENEFITS

CoreSoft’s business benefits can be viewed from three
broad perspectives: flexibility, integration and value. These
three fundamental aspects have far-reaching implications for
your growth as a forward-looking and future-ready
financial institution.

FLEXIBILITY

Flexibility enables you to adapt quickly to external changes
with the ability to scale your operations accordingly.
CoreSoft’s unified view of customer information and
synchronizing fragmented sources from multiple systems
helps you make truly customer-centric business decisions.
Freedom to select the delivery model of your choice, based
on your size, required features and budget results in
optimum resource allocation that satisfies the strategic
mission of your institution. You can adapt either real-time or
batch posting, or a combination of these transaction
processing methods in an operating environment of your
choice. With customizable business rules you gain remarkable
business agility to quickly launch new products or fine tune
your existing products to suit changing market conditions.

INTEGRATION

CoreSoft is built on the best principles of SOA resulting in
re-usable business services. This enables you to quickly
respond to business changes and wider integration
capabilities with external systems on multiple platforms.
Popular industry standard protocols such as J2EE,
Hibernate, XACML, JTwain and Apache Service Mix enable
the system to run on any environment that supports these
standards. Hardware independence provides you

the freedom of choice in hardware and software infrastructure
that best fits your existing or desired environment. With
reliable and highly secure data management systems built
into CoreSoft, risk and regulatory compliance is ensured,
giving you complete peace of mind.

VALUE

The true value of CoreSoft is the superior benefit-cost ratio it
offers with higher return on investment (ROI) for lower total
cost of ownership (TCO). The modular structure of the system
and SOA-enabled, reusable business services
combined with multiple delivery models and hardware
independence gives you comprehensive flexibility in terms of
ownership costs. You get new life out of the capital
investments you have already made in hardware as CoreSoft
works with many popular hardware systems. In addition,
realtime transactional capabilities and ease-of-use offer you
invaluable returns.
The first step toward modernizing your business process is
to improve information access across multiple systems and
services within and outside your enterprise. You should also
ensure accuracy and reliability of the information accessed
from multiple locations at different times of the day or night.
CoreSoft’s open standards enable integration with an array of
other solutions and services. Its built-in controls for product
definition help you to broaden your product offerings.
Compatibility with popular hardware and multiple
deployment options helps you keep the ownership cost low,
giving you true value for your technology investment.
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HOW IT WORKS
EXPERIENCE

Since 1996, VSoft has been delivering process improvement solutions that increase productivity and reduce overall costs
through best-of-breed IT solutions. VSoft Corporation offers platform-based services for the BFSI industry. Our core and
payment processing services reduce cost and maximize efficiency while providing seamless, real-time, high-volume and
high-performance transactions across multiple channels. The VSoft platform can be delivered in-house, or as an outsourced
ASP or SaaS model to best meet the needs of individual financial institutions.

ENTERPRISE SOLUTION PARTNER

VSoft understands the challenges of doing business in today’s technology-driven world. Innovations come rapidly and bring
changes that subtly shift the playing field between you, your customers, and your competition. When you partner with VSoft
you get better system performance, improved overall productivity, innovative features that improve both workflow and system
reliability and unmatched customer service. VSoft products are scalable, flexible, and modular, allowing the delivery of an
effective solution to your most difficult challenges.

